FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsEstimatedUsefulLives
Summary:
Level 1: Of 13 SEC XBRL financial filings analyzed which reported finite lived intangible assets, the following where the approaches to articulating the disclosures related to finite lived intangible
assets for the Level 1 (footnote level) text block:
1.
2.
3.
4.

us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock (10)
fosl:IntangibleAndOtherAssetsDisclosureTextBlock (1) (COMBINED Intangible assets and Other assets into one disclosure)
us-gaap:SignificantAccountingPoliciesTextBlock (1) (Put the information pertaining to this disclosure within the significant accounting policies Level 1 text block)
us-gaap:SignificantAccountingPoliciesTextBlock and utx:AcqusitionsDispositionsGoodwillAndOtherIntangibleAssetsTextBlock (1) (Put a portion of information pertaining to this
disclosure within the significant accounting policies Level 1 text block and a portion within an extension concept text block which combines acquisitions, dispositions, and other
intangible assets)

Disclosure rules and practices allow for any reasonable combination of disclosures into different presentations. According to SEC XBRL filings rules, it would be hard to find fault in any of the 13
Level 1 XBRL representations of this information
Level 2: Not analyzed.
Level 3: Several things were looked at to understand how both the disclosures of estimated useful lives information and component breakdown information related to finite lived intangible
assets. For the components which make up finite lived intangible assets, of the 13 SEC filings analyzed, this is the breakdown of how this Level 3 text block disclosure was represented:
1. us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock (4). “Tabular disclosure of the characteristics, including initial carrying value, residual amount, weighted
average useful life, of finite-lived intangible assets acquired during the period by major class. A major class is composed of intangible assets that can be grouped together because they
are similar, either by nature or by their use in the operations of the company.”
2. fosl:ScheduleOfIntangibleAndOtherAssetsTableTextBlock (1) combined intangible assets and other assets into one Level 3 text block.
3. us-gaap:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsAndGoodwillTableTextBlock (2) “Tabular disclosure of goodwill and intangible assets, which may be broken down by segment or major class.”
4. us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock (2) “Tabular disclosure of assets, excluding financial assets and goodwill, lacking physical substance with a finite life, by
either major class or business segment.”
5. us-gaap:IntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock (1) This is an ERROR, this is a Level 1 text block used as a Level 3 text block. See http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yetigwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~92*v~3617)!con~(id~1956014)!net~(a~1878*l~438)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~52459*p~0_0_86)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
6. mtrx:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsExcludingGoodwillTableTableTextBlock (1)
7. tif:IntangibleAssetsAndKeyMoneyPolicyPolicyTextBlock (1)
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Level 3 Relation between estimated useful lives information and components breakdown information: Of the Level 3 information, the following is a breakdown how the estimated useful lives
information and components breakdown information was represented,
1. Of the 13, for estimated useful lives information, 3 filers provided ONLY a Level 1 articulation of this information, they did not provide a Level 3 version of that information which is
believed to be an ERROR on the part of the filers.
2. Of the 13, for estimated useful lives information, 6 filers COMBINED the estimated useful lives information and the components breakdown information into a single Level 3 text block.
3. Of the 13, for estimated useful lives information, 4 filers had components breakdown information which did NOT INCLUDE the estimated useful lives information which; that information
was provided separately in a different Level 3 text block or was provided ONLY as a Level 1 text block representation.
Level 3 representation of components breakdown: For the Level 3 text blocks, the total of the text block broke down as follows:
1. The total of the text block was ONLY Net finite lived intangible assets (8)
2. The total of the text block was COMBINED Net finite lived and infinite lived intangible assets (4) (with or without a combined total of both categories)
3. No total was provided, only GROSS and Accumulated Amortization (2)
Note that the total is 14 because 1 filer is in both category #2 and #3. The point is that even if the Level 3 text blocks were the same (which they are not) the information represented by the text
block is different).
Level 4:
Tables: For the detailed disclosure, 100% of reporting entities (all 13) used [Table]s. The following is a breakdown of the [Table]s used by filers:
1. us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable (10)
2. us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetByMajorClassTable (1)
3. fosl:IntangibleAndOtherAssetsTable (1) Combined intangible assets and other assets (which are not totaled) into ONE table, they clearly could have separated this information
representation into to DIFFERENT tables, one for finite lived intangables and the other for other assets. As a result of NOT doing this, the rendering is extremely hard to read.
4. nue:FiniteAndIndefiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable (1) Apparently did this to combined finite lived and infinite lived intangables; however, many others combined the these and did not
create an extension for the table.
Axes: As 100% used [Table], therefore 100% used some [Axis] to characterize facts. This is a breakdown of [Axis] usage:
1. us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis (11) Note that 2 did NOT use this, which seems rather odd.
2. us-gaap:RangeAxis (10) This seems reasonable, there is no requirement to provide maximum and minimum, only provides the opportunity to should one feel they have that need
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3. fosl:OtherAssetsAxis (1) This is interesting, and an obvious error. This was used with the us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis [Axis]. There is nothing that is both a finite
lived intangible asset and an other asset. These two should NOT have been combined. Another clue that this is true is the exceedingly complex and nonsensical rendering of the
information.
4. us-gaap:IndefiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis (1) Again, note that this [Axis] was used WITH the us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis [Axis] which is saying
that a reported fact is both a finite lived asset and an indefinite lived intangible asset, which is impossible. Basically, the filer either (a) combined two things which should not have been
combined or (b) represented the information incorrectly. The filer COULD have created an [Axis] “ClassOfFiniteLivedOrIndefiniteLivedIntangableAsset”, and then used that ONE [Axis] to
break down the reported facts, some of the [Member]s being finite lived and others being indefinite lived; however, the representation approach they chose is 100% incorrect and
nonsensical.
Reported concept for total of components: The grand total concept of the Level 4 detail of the components of finite lived intangible assets broke down as follows;
1. us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet (8)
2. us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsGross) and us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsAccumulatedAmortization but no net concept reported (4) Note that 2 of these filers provided the net
concept with their text block, but did not provide it within the detailed Level 4 information
3. us-gaap:IntangibleAssetsNetExcludingGoodwill (1) Note that this concept was selected even though the table us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable was used, the axis usgaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis was used, and most importantly the text block for the Level 3 disclosure used was usgaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock
Reported concept for estimated useful lives: The concept used to report estimated useful lives of finite lived intangible assets broke down as follows;
1. us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife (13)
As indicated above, 10 of 13 filers broke the useful lives out by minimum and maximum using the range axis.
There are two things worth pointing out. First, it seems that there should be little difference between how property, plant and equipment components and useful lives are reported when
contrast to the finite lived intangible assets components and useful lives. Like PPE estimated useful lives which does not have a text block in the US GAAP XBRL taxonomy, nor does the
estimated useful lives disclosure finite lived intangible assets have a text block.
Second, as pointed out by the examples at the end of this document, combining the finite lived assets components, estimated useful lives, or other disclosures causes hard to grasp and even
illogical and nonsensical information representations and renderings.
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(1) AT&T INC. (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/732717/000073271714000010/0000732717-14-000010-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: Showed gross (us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsGross) and accumulated amortization us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsAccumulatedAmortization ) only, no net

< Text Block Detail>

TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

Cannot seem to find the table text block level (Level 3) information, only note level (Level 1)

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
AXIS: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis
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(2) AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INC (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/8670/000000867013000015/0000008670-13-000015-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: us-gaap:IntangibleAssetsNetExcludingGoodwill

< Text Block Detail >
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

Cannot seem to find the table text block level information, only note level
TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
AXIS: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis
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(3) COMSCORE, INC. (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1158172/000115817213000004/0001158172-13-000004-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

<Text block Detail >
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
AXIS: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis
and us-gaap:RangeAxis
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(4) Fossil Group, Inc. (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/883569/000104746914001392/0001047469-14-001392-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: fosl:IntangibleAndOtherAssetsDisclosureTextBlock (COMBINED Intangible assets and Other assets into one disclosure)
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: fosl:ScheduleOfIntangibleAndOtherAssetsTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail >
TEXT BLOCK: fosl:ScheduleOfIntangibleAndOtherAssetsTableTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: fosl:IntangibleAndOtherAssetsTable
AXIS: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis , us-gaap:RangeAxis, fosl:OtherAssetsAxis
Combined estimated useful lives and component breakdown into one Level 3 text block

Rendering is a total disaster because finite lived intangible assets components, other assets
components, and estimated useful lives disclosures were combined into one
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(5) MATRIX SERVICE CO (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/866273/000086627313000057/0000866273-13-000057-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: mtrx:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsExcludingGoodwillTableTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: mtrx:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsExcludingGoodwillTableTableTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, usgaap:IndefiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis
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(6) NUCOR CORP (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/73309/000119312514077349/0001193125-14-077349-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: Showed gross (us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsGross) and accumulated amortization us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsAccumulatedAmortization ) only, no net yet
the text block has the gross, amortization and the net.

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock

First, clearly this shows gross, amortization and net which is inconsistent with the detail
breakdown. Second, the Level 3 text block does NOT have future amortization expense,
which is inconsistent with the Level 4 detail.

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: nue:FiniteAndIndefiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
AXIS: us-gaap:RangeAxis (Note that the Finite Lived Intangible Assets [Axis] was used on the finite lived
intangible assets components breakdown, but not on the estimated useful lives).
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(7) SIGMA ALDRICH CORP (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/90185/000009018514000028/0000090185-14-000028-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsAndGoodwillTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept: Showed gross (us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsGross) and accumulated amortization us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsAccumulatedAmortization ) only, no net yet
the text block has the gross, amortization and the net.

<Text block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

Only found information in Level 1 text block, no Level 3 text block. This contains information
about goodwill

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:RangeAxis (Note that the Finite Lived Intangible Assets [Axis] was used on the finite lived
intangible assets components breakdown, but not on the estimated useful lives).
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(8) TARGET CORP (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/27419/000002741914000014/0000027419-14-000014-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsAndGoodwillTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail >
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis

Only found estimated useful lives information in the Level 1 text block, there was not
information any Level 3 text block.

Combined the finite lived intangible assets components and the estimated useful lives disclosure making
the disclosure harder to read. Range Axis has nothing to do with components of finite lived intangible
assets.
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(9) TERADYNE, INC (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/97210/000119312514077218/0001193125-14-077218-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsAndGoodwillTableTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail >
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis (No range axis)
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(10) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/97476/000009747614000007/0000097476-14-000007-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: usgaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfAcquiredFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetByMajorClassTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis
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(11) TIFFANY & CO (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/98246/000009824614000096/0000098246-14-000096-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:SignificantAccountingPoliciesTextBlock (put this information within the significant accounting policies)
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: tif:IntangibleAssetsAndKeyMoneyPolicyPolicyTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 4 concept Showed gross (us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsGross) and accumulated amortization us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsAccumulatedAmortization ) only, no net yet
the text block has the gross, amortization and the net.

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: tif:IntangibleAssetsAndKeyMoneyPolicyPolicyTextBlock

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis
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(12) UNITED STATES STEEL CORP (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1163302/000116330214000010/0001163302-14-000010-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:GoodwillAndIntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock (combines useful lives and components breakdown)
Disclosure (Level 4 concept us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTableTextBlock

Combines estimated useful lives information and components information into one text
block.

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis
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(13) UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP /DE/ (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182914000006/0000101829-14-000006-index.htm)
Footnote (Level 1) text block: us-gaap:SignificantAccountingPoliciesTextBlock and utx:AcqusitionsDispositionsGoodwillAndOtherIntangibleAssetsTextBlock
Disclosure (Level 3) text block: us-gaap:IntangibleAssetsDisclosureTextBlock (this is a Level 1 text block used as a Level 3 text block)
Disclosure (Level 4 concept us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsNet

< Text Block Detail>
TEXT BLOCK: us-gaap:SignificantAccountingPoliciesTextBlock

Could not locate a Level 3 articulation of estimated useful lives, only as a Level 2 text block.

DETAIL: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetUsefulLife

TABLE: us-gaap:ScheduleOfFiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable
Axis: us-gaap:FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassAxis, us-gaap:RangeAxis
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Why renderings are hard to understand
Example 1: This is what happens when you combined things that should not be combined: very nonsensical information and impossible to understand rendering. In the example below, the
table which relates to finite-lived intangible asset has an axis for finite lived intangible assets which makes sense, another axis for indefinite lived intangible assets (it makes ZERO sense to
combined the finite lived and infinite lived intangible assets axes, ever), and then the range axis (which makes perfect sense for the estimated useful lives information and has nothing to do with
the component breakdowns of either finite lived of infinite lived intangible assets. (https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/edgar-report-information/rest/entities/0000866273/filings/0000866273-13000057/components/6460082/rendering)
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Example 2: Note that in this disclosure it is a little easier to read, but it still does not make sense. First, finite lived and infinite lived intangible assets are combined, the filer created a table
nue:FiniteAndIndefiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTable, maybe it is OK to combined these, maybe it is not. But, there is no [Axis] at all which relates to the class of finite or infinite lived intangible
asset. Yet, if you go above and look at the assets themselves in the #6 NUCOR CORP, you will see that the filer DID provide the [Axis] for each component. Further, the estimated useful lives
breakdown is combined with the future amortization expense of finite lived intangible assets. If these two disclosures were separated, (a) the empty cells would go away, (b) the characteristics
would make more sense (i.e. the us-gaap:RangeAxis has nothing to do with the amortization expense), and (c) the rendering would be easier to read.
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Here is the component breakdown of finite lived intangible assets, notice that it does have the finite lived intangible assets class [Axis]:
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Example 3: Here the entity create a table “sial:ScheduleOfIntangibleAssetsByMajorClassTable” with documentation “Schedule of Intangible Assets by Major Class [Table]” which is unhelpful,
and then shows both finite-lived and indefinite-lived intangible assets within that one table.
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Example 4:
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